M. Thureau-:Dangin in ZA, XX, 380-404: ;'Sur les pr6fises du verbe sumOrien,') was the first scholar to indicate the real force of the Sumerian verbal prefixes, which work has been most instructively supplemented by Arno Poebel, ZA, XXI, 218-30.
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founded with the inherent sense = finality of action, seen in IB I. Thus also AN = INs IT, but not IN, I. Such an apparent condition seems to necessitate the theory that Sumerian, or at least 01d 23umerian, lnust have had a tonic system of pronouncing the grammatical elements similar to that seen iI1 modern Ybruba (lAl8L, I, p. xxi.).l
The followiIlg tabulation may be Inade of tlle more usual nounsuffixes: -xu 'my;' 1 p. only.
-xu=relative suffix for all three persons, diSering in tone from -MU (so already MSL, I, p. xxi).
-zu (dial. -ZA) 'thy.' -BA 'to, with respect to his' (directive; referring to nearer subject or object).
-Bt 'his,' referring to nearer subject or object, as in HT, 76. 9, like the Swedish sin, sitt.
-BIR = dative of -BI, with postpositive -R = -RA.
-NA 4 to his,' referring to indirect remote subject or object.
-NI 'his,' referring to remote subject or object with idea 'there,' as HT, 76, 1.
-GE = genitive particle. -RA = dative particle ' unto, to.' -DA=ablative 'by means of, through.' -TA = locative sin or out of.' -SU, -SI = directive 'unto; ' motion toward.
It will be evident that the linguistic character of Sumerian is now demonstrated beyond a doubt, as phenomena so marked as those just descsribed would be unthinkable in an artificial jargon or cryptography. The future task of Sumerologists must now be to endeavor to tabulate every verbal form in the irlscriptions with full context, in order to correct or verify tlle results in the directions indicated by Thureau-Dangin, who has undoubtedly paved tlle way toward a proper understanding of the Sumerian verb in all its ramifications. It is, of course, clear that the system, as it exists in the Sumerian literature as a wllole, has not yet been satisfactorily worked out. sA ( 
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